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GaryTrujillofound success by harnessingtheguidance
of mentors with smarts and a desire to help others

At 13, there was little about Gary Trujillo to suggest leadership.
A fifth-generation Mexican American and the youngest of four
childrengrowingupinsouthPhoenix,hewasanOKstudentatbest.
Neither of his parents finished high school, and no one in his
family had completed college.
So when Pete Garcia of the non-profit Chicanes For La Causa
took the youngster under his wing and nicknamed him "Leader,"
it seemed a bit of a stretch.
"He was cocky," Garcia recalls, "but he was also mature."
Encouraged by his mentor and driven by an internal desire to
better his family, Trujillo understood a good education was critical
to his future. In his high-school yearbook, he identified a college
education and buying a house for his parents as top priorities.
"For whatever reason, Pete took me under his wing," says
Trujillo, now 46. "He became my mentor and got me focused. His
only request was that when I made it I would help others in need."
Trujillo went on to graduate from Arizona State University
in 1983 with an accounting degree. His plan was to become a
certified public accountant, but at a campus event he met L. William Seidman, then dean of the ASU College of Business. With
that introduction, another mentor entered his life.
Seidrnan proved a powerful friend. The ASU economist would
later serve as adviser to Presidents Ford and Reagan, chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., chairman of Resolution
Trust Corp. and a commentator for CNBC.
Seidman redirected Trujillo's career away from the major
accounting firms - which were lining up at his door with offers
- and encouraged his young friend to devote his talents to Wall
Street. The advice proved fortuitous, andTrujillo'ssubsequentwork
for ^alnmon Brothers and RRCOain Ransrh^r d^vfiloced business
and finance skills he would later use in his own company.

DRAGGED INTO THE FUTURE

Seidman convinced his young friend to apply to Harvard
Business School after seven successful years in public finance.
"He was always dragging rne into the future," Trujillo says. To a
young Latino from agricultural south Phoenix, Harvard seemed
a distant possibility, but Trujillo took Seidman's advice and
applied anyway.
By 1990 he was back in Phoenix, flat broke, living with his
parents and facing $150,000 in student loans. But he had a
Master of Business Administration from Harvard, and, more
importantly, he had an idea for a company of his own. In an act
of faith that stirs him even today, his parents took a J15,OOC
loan against their home so their son could start his own business. If s a matter of great pride to Trujillo that three years later
he repaid the loan with interest, and two years after that bought
his family a new home - his yearbook goal now fulfilled.
His brainchild, Southwest Harvard Group, was formed tc
provide venture capital to struggling companies with profit potential, especially minority-owned businesses,
Seidman had become chairman of RTC, and, within months,
Trujillo's new venture won an important contract to advise the
corporation on the management and disposition of billions oi
dollars of real estate from the S&L scandal.
Just as Southwest Harvard Group was lifting off, Trujillc
encountered more good fortune. He met his future wife, Melissa,
a New York native with solid business credentials of her own. She
was soon to become managing partner of Red River M usic Hall in
Tempe, a business she sold four years ago.
Melissa is deeply involved in all her husband's ventures, including "Be A Leader." the family foundation for their charitable activities. It was Melissa who suggested the name, honoring
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Community Technology Center in Trujillo's old neighborhood
near Southern Avenue and Seventh Street. The original idea for
a community-based computer center arose in an early-1990s
conversation with John Baracy, now superintendent of schools for
the Scottsdale Unified School District. At the time, Baracy was superintendent of the Roosevelt School District, where Trujillo, his
father and his grandfather attended Roosevelt Elementary School.
"We found that many students didn't have access to computers at home," Baracy says, "so I shared with Gary my vision for
a computer center accessible to everyone in the community. He
took it upon himself to raise the $1 million."
A JEWEL REINVENTED

GaryTrujillowas
the driving force
be hind the Roosevelt
Community
TechnologyCenter.
Behind him isthe
Tree of Life, which
represents the
donors who
supported the center
when it first opened.
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Garcia's nickname for her husband 33 years earlier.
"What people don't realize," Trujillo says, "is that Melissa has
been my partner all the way through."
SUCCESS UPON SUCCESS

Following its roots with RTC, Southwest Harvard Group soon expanded into financing and incubating companies in many fields:
medical research, copper wire, construction development, loans,
asset management and cellular-product distribution. He took on
partners, bought them out and piled success upon success,
In 1999, Southwest Harvard Group became involved with a
promising Internet venture named Quepasa.com, which had a
pressing need for experienced management. Trujillo, a believer
that Hispanics need to better leverage technology, agreed to become chairman and CEO.
"We were able to share with the world that Latinos were not
some poverty-stricken community," he says of his three years at
Quepasa.corn. "The Hispanic market is teachers and professionals and business owners. The Internet was the mechanism which
allowed us to show that."
By 2002, Trujillo was focusing more personal time and
resources on the Be A Leader Foundation. Originally, the
foundation provided scholarship aid to approximately 20 highschool and college students a year.
More recently, the Trujillos expanded their scope to include
additional programs, including a Leadership Institute to teach
about 30 students the personal skills and attributes necessary
to succeed in today's business world. The Leadership Institute is
open to any student willing to attend the Saturday classes.
The foundation also sponsors the Valedictorian Club for
students selected by the faculties at the 18 middle schools
in the Roosevelt School District. As a member, students are
given a small scholarship plus a mentor who will help guide them
through their high-school years.
"We do everything we can to help them look beyond their
current circumstances," savs Melissa.
The centerpiece of Be A Leader, however, is the Roosevelt

Constructed in 1911 bythe DwightHeard family, the structurewas
originally known as Neighborhood House. It housed many community events but in recent years had fallen into disrepair.
"We took something that has always contributed to the community and reinvented it," says Trujillo, whose grandfather used
to attend dances in the building. "It's a jewel."
Modernized and refurbished, the tech center opened in 1996 and
has grown steadily in use and popularity. Today more than 45,000
people a year utilise the facility, and Trujillo estimates 80 percent of
those are students, with the remainder being area adults.
"Sometimes there's a line out the door," says Melissa. "It's
great to see students teaching parents how to use a computer."
Baracy praises Trujillo for his involvement in the tech-center
project. "It's unique to have someone from the community so
genuinely and passionately involved with the children," he says.
Trujillo is now raising $2 million for an expansion of the facility.
Trujillo's style is to be engaging and forthright, and, despite
his success, he doesn't think of himself as a finance or business
person. He considers himself a people person. "I believe in
people, and I engender trust," he says. "In fact, I trust people
first. I don't force people to prove to me I can trust them. I
assume they're bright and talented and sincere."
Melissa agrees. "There's never a hidden agenda with Gary. His
emotions are on his sleeve."
For the moment, Trujillo is enjoying a balanced mixture of
family (he and Melissa have a son, Alexander, 3, and a daughter, Sophia, 1), business and community activities. But he's also
pondering his future.
"Friends have suggested I get into politics, but I have no desire
to run for office," he says. "I do enjoy the governmental process,
however, and I believe there's a place I could contribute.
"I've proven I have the capability to be successful in business,
and I've proven I have the desire to give back to the community.
What I haven't done is take my talent to a national level where I
can contribute on a large scale."_xt»*»
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